
"The birth of 6 Plus One Driving School. Gordon's Story.

When beginning his story, Gordon, a Holton resident, first contacted the Washburn SBDC for
assistance in starting his new business. His next step was to attend a SCORE Roundtable, a

monthly 90 minute session of clients and counselors talking about small business, problems,

challenges, ideas, and opportunities. He attended more Roundtables and got suggestions from a

number of counselors. Bruce Marino, a Topeka Volunteer took upon himself the responsibility

to work with Gordon more closely. That assignment resulted in a number of face-to-face

sessions. Even now after starting 6 Plus One Gordon still attends the Roundtable. Now in his

words, his story."

I was a Law enforcement Officer for 27 years. For the most of those years. I served as a Traffic

Officer. lt was my job to investigate traffic crashes and to come to the conclusion on how the

crash occurred or want the contributing factors were. A large portion of these crashes involved

young and sometimes new drivers. While working these rashes. I would determine how the

crash occurred and what would have prevented it from happening. From the training I had

received throughout my career. I was able determine several reasons why young or new drivers

were the highest percentage of fatal car crashes These areas were. Driving at night, off road

recovery, Driving under the influence and inclement weather driving. The main reason for all

these type of crashes involving young and new drivers was inexperience.

To me it was a tragedy to see anyone killed in a car crash but more so for young and new

drivers. Over 90% of car crashes result from human behavior. Most were dumb mistakes and

inexperience.
What if someone could come up with a driving program that would addresses the issue of bad

driving behavior and its consequences. Give a new driver the experience in driving during the

times that most new drivers have no experience. To allow the driver the benefit of learning how

to drive as through the eyes and experience of Law enforcement officer(Traffic Officer) and to
learn to drive defensively instead of just learning the basic driving skills. What if you could

develop a program that would help the driving instructor understand where the problem areas

would be for each new driver before the driver got behind the wheel.

So was born 6 Plus ONE Driving School. ln 2072.1 staned a two year process of putting together

a Driver's Education Program and a business plan that would be accepted by a bank to finance

the school. I looked for equipment that would enhance the learning experience for the student

and a driving program that would cover problem areas of driving for young and new drivers.

6 Plus One would be a driver's education program that would have a driving simulator to teach

driving behavior before actually getting behind the wheel. This simulator would cover

inclement driving conditions, off road recovery, driving under the influence, and night time

driving. Each student would get actual behind the wheel experience on interstate, highway,

rural and gravel roads. They would experience night time driving in rural areas as well as the

highway.
After putting together a business plan and being turned down by several banks. I contacted

SCORE to get their expert advice. SCORE helped me to fine tune the business plan. Made a

mentor available to me and we started to contact other financial lending companies.



On March 2013.1 received funding from a bank and assistance from a car dealership in

obtaining a vehicle.

5 Plus ONE driving School opened the doors and received the first driver's Education Students

in July 2OL3. Since then. 6 Plus One Driving School has received students throughout Northeast

Kansas. We are the only Driving Schoolthat has a driving simulator, teaches night time driving,

and covers in detail the problem areas of driving for young and new drivers. We have had

senior citizens come to 6 Plus ONE Driving Schoolto improve their driving skills and to be able t
retain their driver's license.

6 plus ONE is also the school to be able to offer virtual classroom. Being in class without being

in class.

6 Plus One Driving School continues to look for ways to improve our program and offer parents

a better alternative to other Driver's education programs.

" Drive/s Education for Todays Driver's for a Safer Tomorrow"

Gordon Smith


